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Question bank 

Chapter:-1 
 

1 Explain Turbine governing system and its components with neat figure. 

2 Derive mathematical modelling of the turbine governing system 

3 Derive mathematical modelling of generator load model. 

4 Explain flat frequency control. 

5 Explain digital load frequency control 

6 Derive mathematical modelling of two area frequency control with its block diagram 

representation. 

7 Draw complete block diagram for the isolated system. 

8 Steady state analysis of the isolated system 

9 Explain generator rate constraints. 

10 Explain load frequency control and economic despatch control 

11 Explain Automatic voltage Regulation for voltage control. 

Chapter:-2 
 

11 Explain what is power system security? 

12 Explain in detail as related to power system security: 1. System monitoring 2. 

Contingency Analysis 

13 Explain generation shift factor and line outage distribution factor in relation to 

security analysis. How they are helpful in security analysis? 

14 What are major functions of system security? Explain them in brief. 

15 Explain system state classification with relevant figure clearly indicating all security 

levels and transition between different security levels. 

16 Explain power system operating states with neat diagram 

17 Differentiate between normal, alert and emergency state of a power system. 

Explain emergency control in brief. 

 Chapter 3 
18 Derive Reactive power requirement of Uncompensated line. 

19  write a short note on implication of surge impedance loading 

20 Write a short note on Transmission line As  No load Condition 

21  Explain Operation of transmission line under heavy loading condition. 

22 Write a short note on maximum power transfer in an uncompensated lines. 

23 Derive the relation between voltage regulation of transmission line with reactive 

power. 

24 Explain Reactive power voltage  Q-V coupling 

25 Explain governing effects on reactive power flow. 

26 Derive the relation between voltage and reactive power at node in power system. 

27 Discuss the practical aspects of reactive power flow problems leading to voltage 

collapse in EHV lines. 

 Chpater: 4 



28 Describe Least Square Estimation (LSE) and Weighted LSE for estimation of x 

(vector of n random variables) using another vector y of variables m (>n). 

29 In relation to state estimation process, explain detection, identification and 

suppression of bad data in the measurement vector. 

30  Explain various applications of state estimations in a power system. 

31 What do you mean by state estimation? Discuss External System Equivalency. 

32 How bad data are detected and suppress in state estimation. 

33 Explain static and dynamic state estimation of power system. 

34 Explain Treatment of Bad  Data 

35 Explain Block Diagram of State Estimation 

 Chapter: 5 

36 Define following Terms: 

 Load Duration Curve 

 Load Factor 

 Average Annual energy 

 Maximum Demand 

 Diversity Factor 

37 Explain the need of the load forecasting 

38 Explain the classification of the load forecasting 

39 Explain any three methods of load forecasting. 

40 Derive the estimation technique for the average and trend terms in load forecasting 

41 Explain long term load prediction using econometric Models. 

42 Explain Load forecasting with time series approach. 

43 Advantages , disadvantages and application of the Load Forecasting 

 Chapter: 6 

44 On which factor success of deregulation and restricting in power system is 

dependent? 

45 Write down the challenges to the deregulation and restructuring. 

46 Explain the motivation for restructuring of power system 

47 Explain the benefits of Deregulation  

48 Write down the short note on electricity market entities. 

49 Write down the short note on ISO 

50 Explain the following terms 

 Deregulation 

 Open access 

 MCP 

 Islanding 

 Load dispatch center 

51 Write a short note on electricity markets 

52 Comparison of pool and bilateral market 

53 Explain power interchanges. 

54 Explain the milestone of deregulation in the market 

 

 


